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Steam punk chopper

“BLACKBIRD steam punk recumbent chopper. 11 feet long. 36V with a 750W hub motor. 13K miles so far
commuting!” ~ Cat
“Hi Atomic Zombie.

Tripletto

Would you be so kind as to
add my recent creation to
your builders gallery in the
TANDEMS section.
She is a 3 seater triplet I have
called 'Tripletto'.
Many thanks. Dave Voller,
UK
P.S. Great site. I love getting
your newsletters. Thanks.
Dave.”
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“Here's my vintage Huffy with bobble head rider- dowels, hinges, Snapple cap spine, plastic bucket and
bottles.
He really does pedal. But when it comes right down to it, he's just dead weight. Nyuk, nyuk, nyuk!
Scott Anderson
New Bohemia ArtBikes Coordinator
Cedar Rapids, Iowa”

Zombie feedback
"Good job creating the AZ
TV page." ~ Dave
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"Attached is a picture of my recently
completed tall bike for your consideration in
adding to the gallery. Thanks. Dan"

Zombie feedback
"Greetings to you from Alabama. Your site
is the most interesting site I have ever
seen on the internet. The info and how
you deliver it is first class. I recently
purchased six plans from you and going to
start building me a tadpole. I read
through all the plans and thought a
tutorial on wheels, hubs, spokes and
lacing would be interesting. I love your
Atomic Zombie site and look forward to
more of it. God bless you and yours and
have a great day. Eddie"

Zombie feedback

First attempt at building my own trike. Ray,
Cycle Tectonics, www.quik-pak.com
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"Hi Brad and Kathy. I just wanted to let you
know that I'm using text from your website
as part of a project to my publishing design
class. I'm making a book jacket and 2-page
spread for a pretend book about building tall
bikes. I am going to credit you as the
authors and put your website on it. I'll send
you the pdfs (if I get a good mark)." ~ Lisa
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Zombie feedback
"Brad. Thanks for your reply. Just to let you know the aftermath, I have just spent the
morning calling around to another bunch of suppliers and/or fabricators. I have finally found
one fabricator who will special order in a couple of 20 foot lengths of 1 1/2 square .065 tubing
- at a price of $2.68/foot.
Only one other person said he could maybe order it - everyone else said it was not available!
And, when I suggested that it was easy to find in Ontario, I received impolite comments about
people in your fine province. ;o)
So, all is good. I am anxious to get started. As I look at the growing piles of old bikes and parts
and frames and tools that I have gathered up in the past month or so, I have little choice!
They all have to be put to use or else I will be asked to vacate.
I do want to add again my admiration for what you and Kathy have been doing. Last week, I
ordered the Bike Builders Bonanza so have been enjoying reading about your past designs
and experiments. I will take the book with me when we return to Ghana in January so I can
share it with my son and the guys involved in my son's bike project over there. Akwasi is
already stoked to see what comes out of my workshop this winter and I keep thinking about
how we can get some Atomic Zombie creations built in Ghana as well.
Best wishes, Rod"

"This bike model is
called a Fosscati FG4
Tincogan Thumper. It
is a Felt Heritage
frame.
Regards, Giacomo
Fosscati
Ocean Shores
NSW Australia"
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“Hello there zombies!

Croatia tandem

My name is Veno, and I am
huge bike fan!
I live in baroque city of Varaždin, Croatia, which is also
a bicycle city of Croatia.
This is my idea of a tandem
bike! I call it VTB Tandem
Bike! I always wanted to
have one of those, so I built
it myself!
I recently bought yours DIY
plans of Viking Trike and I
will try to build it.
Best regards from Croatia. Veno Martic”

Pivot tube problems - help
"Hello. yeah, it's me again. I seem to having
problems all over the place. LOL! Help!
I was preparing the rear frame of a suspension bike
for the Cyclebully and tried to unscrew the pivot tube
with a hex driver, but the screw got threaded
instead."
http://forum.atomiczombie.com/showthread.php?5846

Zombie feedback
"Your website is a gold mine for what
I'm considering. Thanks.
Have you ever seen the Coker
Wheelman? I want to build one for my
son for Christmas. Trying to find a 36"
wheel with a unicycle crank is a tough
find. Any suggestions? Thanks a lot.
Mark"

